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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access is seen as an important technology for tomorrow’s Internet of Things (IoT) systems.
In uplink power-domain non-orthogonal multiple access (PDNOMA), allocating the uplink transmit power of the IoT devices
is important to maximize both the sum-rate and the reliability
of the devices. However, it is challenging to optimize the uplink
transmit power when the received signal power is affected by
a random fading channel. Hence, in this paper, the problem
of uplink transmit power assignment is studied for a wireless
network with PD-NOMA that serves uplink IoT services. This
is posed as a problem of determining the target received signal
power at the base station so that the reliability and the upper
bound of sum-rate of the users are jointly maximized, where
the received signal power at the base station is unknown to the
devices due to Nakagami-m fading channel. To find an optimal
allocation of the lower and higher target received power values
for the devices using PD-NOMA, the reliability and the upper
bound of sum-rate are derived in terms of target received power
values and power difference threshold. For a special case of
Nakagami-m fading channel, the theoretical analysis shows that
the highest reliability and the highest upper bound of sum-rate
are achieved, when the target received power values are highest.
For a general Nakagami-m fading channel, simulation results
show that there is a tradeoff between reliability and sum-rate
upper bound and, thus, allocation of lower and higher target
received power values is necessary to satisfy the communication
requirements of IoT devices. Moreover, for a special case of
Nakagami-m fading channel, simulation results show that the
derived optimal transmit power achieves the optimal sum-rate
upper bound and reliability, and the target received power values
of two devices must be highest for the maximum upper bound
of sum-rate and reliability. Furthermore, in simulation results,
increasing the lower and higher target received power values
increases both the upper bound of sum-rate and the reliability.
Index Terms—Power-Domain non-orthogonal multiple access
(PD-NOMA), Internet of Things Radio Resource Management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) can potentially
improve spectral efficiency and, thus, it can be a suitable
multiple access technology for emerging 6G systems and Internet of Things (IoT) [1]–[3]. In power-division (PD) NOMA,
successive interference cancellation (SIC) is used by receivers
to recover the transmitted signals from the superimposed,
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received signals [4]. To decode the received signals at the
receiver, the value of the received signal powers should be
different for successful SIC operation [5]. Therefore, if the
signals from different devices are received with different
power levels at the receiver, these multiple devices can be
simultaneously supported over the same frequency spectrum
at the same time. To determine the transmit power of the
devices using PD-NOMA, designing effective transmit power
allocation schemes for uplink radio resource management is
essential to take advantage of SIC. In designing the transmit
power allocation scheme for PD-NOMA, the sum-rate and
reliability must be analyzed for PD-NOMA so that it can be
practically used for IoT services requiring low latency and
high reliability [3], [6].
A. Related Works
In this regard, the transmit power allocation problem in
the uplink of a NOMA system is studied in [7]–[19]. In
particular, the data rate maximization problems of NOMA
uplink systems are considered in [7], [9]–[12]. The work in [7]
investigates a power allocation problem and shows the tradeoff between orthogonal multiple access (OMA) and NOMA. In
[8], the outage probability and the achievable average rate are
investigated in downlink and uplink NOMA scenarios. The
authors in [9] propose an uplink transmit power allocation
scheme in which two users can simultaneously transmit their
signals in each orthogonal subchannel. The work in [10]
compares the sum-rate in uplink of a NOMA base station
(BS) with the sum-rate of a conventional orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) system when the BS is equipped with the
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) infrastructure and uses
millimeter-wave spectrum. The data rate of a two-user uplink
NOMA system using a relay station is investigated in [11]
when the relay has knowledge about its instantaneous fading
channel. The authors in [12] show that the computational
complexity of the average data rate maximization problem
jointly optimizing subcarrier and power allocation in multicarrier NOMA systems becomes NP-hard. Also, a number of
problems related to the reliability of uplink NOMA systems
are studied in [13] and [14]. The work in [13] investigates an
uplink reliability improvement scheme that uses unscheduled
transmissions with hybrid automatic request re-transmissions
in NOMA systems. In [14], the theoretical transmission failure
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probability in NOMA uplink is derived to investigate the power
level partitioning problem of finding the minimum number
of power levels used to transmit high-priority messages with
minimum quality-of-service constraints. Furthermore, implementation and performance of NOMA for an IoT and its
devices are studied in [15]–[19]. The authors in [15] propose
a medium access control protocol for an IoT using NOMA to
increase throughput. Moreover, the energy efficient resource
allocation schemes for NOMA are analyzed for IoT devices
with energy harvesting [16] and for mobile IoT devices [17].
The work in [18] proposes an intelligent clustering of mobile
IoT devices in a cellular network with NOMA. Moreover, the
authors in [19] discuss limitations and stability of deploying
an IoT in cellular network with NOMA in terms of packet
arrive rate, delay constraint and throughput.
In all of these existing NOMA works [7]–[19], it is generally
assumed that the channel gains are known to the transmitting
devices in a network. However, in practice, the uplink devices
cannot have complete information on the instantaneous channels over the transmission time period, and, hence, the actual
channel information can be uncertain particularly in a fading
environment. This is particularly true in IoT system. Indeed,
it is challenging for NOMA devices to control their uplink
transmit power so that the received signal power at the BS
is the target received power level. Further, most of existing
works [7]–[19] investigate energy efficiency [16], [17], data
rate [7]–[12], [15], [18], [19] or reliability [13], [14] as the
main metrics interest of uplink NOMA systems. To achieve
low latency and high reliability in PD-NOMA, the data rate
and reliability can be jointly optimized. Consequently, unlike
the existing literature [7]–[14] which assumes full information
knowledge for channel in NOMA uplink and optimizes a
single objective, our goal is to design an uplink transmit power
allocation scheme for NOMA, under uncertainty on fading
channels, while maximizing both the sum-rate upper bound
and the reliability of the uplink devices in a wireless PDNOMA network. These considerations are particularly suitable
for IoT systems.
B. Key Contributions
The main contribution of this paper is a novel analytical
framework for optimal uplink transmit power allocation that
maximizes the sum-rate upper bound and the reliability of the
devices in a NOMA wireless system that must meet reliability
targets for IoT-like services. This framework allows a BS
to allocate the optimal target received power values to the
devices using PD-NOMA. The BS needs to allocate the uplink
transmit power values to the devices so that the separation
of actual received power levels at the BS is greater than the
power difference threshold required for SIC operation. When
the transmitting devices do not know the exact channel gains
due to random channel fading, we formulate a multi-objective
optimization problem whose objective is to maximize the
reliability and the upper bound of sum-rate, which are critical
performance metrics for IoT services. To solve this problem,

we analyze the sum-rate upper bound and the reliability in
terms of target received power values and power threshold.
Also, for Rayleigh fading channel, we show that both the sumrate upper bound and the reliability are increasing functions
of the target received power values, and the reliability is a
decreasing function of the power difference threshold. Therefore, for the case in which there are two devices using PDNOMA under Rayleigh fading channel, mathematical analysis
shows that the highest sum-rate upper bound and the highest
reliability are achieved when the target received power values
are highest. Simulation results confirm the theoretical results
and show that the proposed transmit power allocation scheme
maximizes the sum-rate upper bound and reliability. Therefore,
with Rayleigh fading channel, the proposed framework is
shown to be able to achieve the optimal sum-rate upper bound
and reliability of the devices by allocating the highest value
of the target received power values of two devices. However,
with Nakagami-m fading channel, simulation results show
that there is a tradeoff between sum-rate upper bound and
reliability depending on the target received power values, and,
thus, an uplink transmit power allocation is necessary to satisfy
the communication requirements of IoT-like services. For a
specific simulation setting, simulation results also show that
decreasing the power difference threshold is more effective
in increasing the reliability than increasing the target received
power values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the system model. In Section III, we analyze
the performance of allocating uplink transmit power for the
uplink users and prove that the derived transmit power allocation scheme achieves the optimal sum-rate upper bound and
reliability. Simulation results are analyzed in Section IV while
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider the uplink of a wireless system consisting of one
BS located at the center of a geographical area in which
two devices are active. Those devices can be seen as IoTlike devices that need to transmit uplink data reliably and
within a short deadline. For the communication between a
device and the BS, we consider a time-slotted system with
time slot duration of τ using a PD-NOMA scheme with
two adjustable power levels. The two adjustable power levels
include a lower target received power tl and a higher target
received power th such that tl ≤ th . In PD-NOMA, the
two devices choose different target received power levels and
transmit simultaneously so that the BS can decode the received
signals using SIC. We assume that target received power values
tl and th are assigned to the two devices by the BS and that the
two devices know their target received power values. Without
loss of generality, we let device l be a device assigned with tl
and device h be a device assigned with th .
We consider a Nakagami-m fading channel and path loss
with parameters α1 and α2 . We assume that the devices only
know the parameter of the Nakagami fading channel m and
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Fig. 1: A model explaining the relations between the key
parameters of the system model with tl = 0.25 W, th = 0.75
W, m = 2, Pmin = 0 W, Pmax = 1 W, and Pth = 0.2 W.
their distances to the BS. We let dl be the distance between
the BS and device l and dh be the distance between the BS
and device h. The actual received power ri by device i for
i ∈ {l, h} will be:
ri = Li pi g,
Li =

(1)

1
α2 d−α
,
i

(2)

where g is the Nakagami fading channel gain, Li is the path
loss of device i, and pi is transmit power of device i. Since
the devices know m and their distances di to the BS, the
devices can adjust their transmit power values pi such that
the expected received power values E[ri ] match their assigned
target received power levels ti .
The mathematical analysis of sum-rate upper bound and reliability is done for a Nakagami-m fading channel with m = 1,
which is equivalent to a Rayleigh fading channel. Although
the received power with Nakagami fading channel is gamma
distributed and the theoretical analysis is mathematically intractable, the received power with Rayleigh fading channel is
exponentially distributed with mean λ−1 . Considering pi to be
constant and with known di , the actual received power ri is
random due to g, and the expected value of ri should be equal
to ti such that:
E[ri ] = ti = E[Li pi g] =
λti
,
1
α2 d−α
i

1
ri = α2 d−α
i

1
pi α2 d−α
i
,
λ

pi =

(3)
(4)

the known λ and di . Since g is exponentially distributed with
mean λ−1 , ri in (5) is also exponentially distributed with mean
ti . Figure 1 shows an example of rl and rh with given tl , th ,
m, Pmin , Pmax , and Pth .
The target received power values tl and th are within the
bounds of Pmin and Pmax such that tl , th ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ]. We let
Prange be a range of power that tl and th are in such that
Prange = (Pmax − Pmin ). The values of tl and th must be
chosen carefully as the received signals are decoded using SIC.
The SIC cannot decode the received signals if the difference
of the received power values ∆r is less than or equal to a
power difference threshold Pth , which can be affected by the
SIC and the device rate requirement [5]. In other words, for
PD-NOMA, a transmission will fail if the difference between
the actual received power values ∆r = |rh − rl | is less
than or equal to Pth . Typically, Pth is within the bounds
of 0 and (Pmax − Pmin ), and a smaller Pth implies better
performing SIC. Moreover, the probability of transmission
failure is defined as Pr(∆r ≤ Pth ). In our model, the reliability
S is defined as the probability of successful transmission,
which is S = 1 − Pr(∆r ≤ Pth ). This is a key parameter
for IoT-like services that must deliver data reliably to the BS.
Our definition of reliability S is similar to the definition of
reliability based on SINR, because high interference implies
that ∆r is more likely to be small and results in low reliability.
Furthermore, when a transmission is successful, the achievable
expected sum-rate Ro of the two devices each targeting tl and
th is:





rl 
rh
1
+
+
B
log
, (6)
Ro = E B log2 1 +
2
rl + σ 2
σ2
where B is the bandwidth and σ 2 is the additive white
Gaussian noise power. Since rl and rh are both random
variables, closed-form derivation and mathematical analysis
of Ro is intractable. Therefore, an upper bound R for the
achievable expected sum-rate Ro will be analyzed, and R is:




X
r
i
R = E
B log2 1 + 2  .
(7)
σ
i∈{l,h}

If the difference between th and tl is bigger, the interference
from device l to device h is smaller, and, thus, the achievable
expected sum-rate Ro approaches the upper bound R. Since
PD-NOMA is a promising multiple access scheme for IoT
services, the performance of PD-NOMA in terms of sum-rate
upper bound and reliability will be further analyzed. Therefore,
a multi-objective optimization problem maximizing the sumrate upper bound R and the reliability S can be formulates
such that:
max (S, R),
tl ,th

λti
1
α2 d−α
i


g = λti g.

(5)

The long term transmit power allocation pi in (4) is a value
of transmit power to ensure that E[ri ] = ti by considering

s.t. Pmin ≤ tl ≤ th ≤ Pmax .

(8)
(9)

In the following section, we will find the optimal solution that
maximizes both the reliability S and the sum-rate upper bound
R.
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III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
For PD-NOMA to be used for certain IoT-like services,
such as remote control of autonomous vehicles for vehicleto-everything network [20] and virtual reality (which is part
of a future Internet of Everything system) [21], a highly
reliable communication and a timely transmission are required.
Therefore, it is essential to determine how the sum-rate and the
reliability are affected by the system parameters. In particular,
the sum-rate upper bound and the reliability of PD-NOMA will
be analyzed as functions of the lower target received power tl ,
the higher power received power th , and the power difference
threshold Pth .
A. PD-NOMA Reliability
In our system model, the transmissions using PD-NOMA
from both devices fail if ∆r ≤ Pth and SIC fails to decode
the received signals. Therefore, the reliability S is defined as
the probability that SIC can successfully decode the received
signals and transmission do not fail, which is:
S = 1 − Pr(∆r ≤ Pth ).

tl
th
− P /t
− P /t
h +
l.
e
e
tl + th
tl + th
th

th

(11)

Proof. For a random fading channel g, the actual received
powers rl and rh are random. Therefore, in a given time slot,
the actual received powers must be one of the two cases, which
are rh ≥ rl and rl ≥ rh .
For the first case where rh ≥ rl , we let s1 be rh − rl
and s1 ≥ 0. s1 is a difference between two exponential
distributions rh and rl with means th and tl , respectively.
Therefore, the probability density function of s1 is:
( −x
e /th if x ≥ 0,
1
fs1 (x) =
(12)
x
tl + th
e /tl
if x < 0.
For the first case, the probability of transmission failure is:
Pr(|rh −rl | ≤ Pth ) = Pr(rh − rl ≤ Pth ) = Pr(s1 ≤ Pth ),
(13)
Z Pth
1
−x
fs1 (x)dx =
e /th dx,
tl + th
0
0

th 
− P /t
h
=
1−e
.
tl + th
Z

th

(17)
Pth

Z

Z

Pth

=

fs2 (x)dx =
0

tl 
− P /t
l
=
1−e
.
tl + th
0

1
−x
e /tl dx,
tl + th

th

(14)
(15)

Similarly, for the second case where rl ≥ rh , we let s2 be
rl − rh and s2 ≥ 0. The probability density function of s2 is:
( −x
e /tl if x ≥ 0,
1
fs2 (x) =
(16)
x
tl + th
e /th
if x < 0,

(18)
(19)

The total probability of transmission failure is:
Pr(∆r ≤ Pth ) = Pr(|rh − rl | ≤ Pth )
(20)
= Pr(rh − rl ≤ Pth ) + Pr(rl − rh ≤ Pth )
(21)
t
th
− P /t
−
P
l
/tl
h −
e
e
. (22)
=1−
tl + th
tl + th
th

th

Therefore, the reliability S of our system model is:
S=

tl
th
− P /t
− P /t
h +
l.
e
e
tl + th
tl + th
th

th

(23)


Since Pth is a given system parameter and the reliability
S in (11) is a function of tl , th , and Pth , it is essential to
analyze S in terms of tl and th to find an optimal solution to
the maximization problem in (8).
Proposition 2. For some fixed values of Pmin ≥ 0, Pmax > 0,
th ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ], and Pth ≥ 0, the highest achievable
reliability is:
− P /t
h,
max S = e
(24)
th

tl

and this is achieved when tl = 0 or tl = th if Pmin = 0 and
only when tl = th if Pmin > 0.
Proof. By the definition of tl , tl ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ] and th ≥ tl .
At the bounds of tl , when tl = 0 and tl = th , the value of
− P /t
h . For any value of t = β such
reliability function is e
l
that β ∈ (0, th ), the value of reliability function is always less
than the value of reliability function at the bounds of tl such
that:
β
th
− P /t
− P /β
− P /t
h >
h +
e
e
,
(25)
e
β + th
β + th
− P /t
− P /β
h > e
e
.
(26)
th

th

th

th

th

th

− Pth

Pth

=

Pr(|rh −rl | ≤ Pth ) = Pr(rl − rh ≤ Pth ) = Pr(s2 ≤ Pth ),

(10)

Proposition 1. For two devices using PD-NOMA with target
received power values tl and th and SIC failing to decode
if the difference of the received power values is less than or
equal to a power difference threshold Pth , the reliability S is:
S=

which is the probability density function of s1 reflected about
y-axis. Moreover, the probability of transmission failure for
the second case is:

− Pth

/th
/β
Since th > β, e
is always less than e
. Therefore,
− P /t
h
the highest value of reliability is e
when tl = 0 or
tl = th if Pmin = 0 and only when tl = th if Pmin > 0.

th

When tl = 0, the reliability is highest. However, this also
implies that device l is not served, and the transmission from
device h fails only due to severe Rayleigh fading. Moreover,
the sum-rate of the devices will be greatly reduced when tl = 0
and device l is not served.
For a fixed value of th ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ], the highest achievable
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− Pth

/th
reliability is e
(24). This is an increasing function of th ,
and the highest reliability S for any tl , th ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ] is:

max S = e
tl ,th

− Pth/P

max

,

(27)

which occurs when tl = th = Pmax . This is because the target
received power ti is the mean of exponentially distributed
actual received power ri for m = 1. As ti increases, variance
of ri also increases, because the variance of ri is t2i . Therefore,
it is more likely for the actual received powers to be separated
by more than Pth as ti increases. Next, the second part of the
optimization problem maximizing the sum-rate upper bound
in (8) will be analyzed.
B. PD-NOMA Sum-Rate
The sum-rate of PD-NOMA is of interest as the sum-rate
will affect the latency of the transmission. The sum-rate upper
bound R of the two devices each targeting tl and th is:




X
r
i
(28)
B log2 1 + 2  .
R = E
σ
i∈{l,h}

Proposition 3. For two devices using PD-NOMA with target
received power values tl and th , the sum-rate upper bound R
is:
 4 

−B X
σ
−σ 4
R=
exp
Ei
,
(29)
ln(2)
ti
ti
i∈{l,h}

where Ei(x) is an exponential integral function.
Proof. The actual received power values rl and rh are exponentially distributed with means tl and th , respectively.
Therefore, for i ∈ {l, h}, σri2 is exponentially distributed with
mean σti2 . Therefore, the sum-rate upper bound is:



X Z ∞
ri  σ 2
−ri σ 2
B log2 1 + 2
exp
dri
σ
ti
ti
0
i∈{l,h}

=



X Z ∞ 
−ri σ 2
ri  σ 2
B
exp
ln 1 + 2
dri .
ln(2)
σ
ti
ti
0
i∈{l,h}

Substituting t = 1 + σri2 , the sum-rate upper bound is:


Z
Bσ 2 X 1 ∞
(1 − t)σ 4
ln(t) exp
σ 2 dt
ln(2)
ti 1
ti
i∈{l,h}


Z
Bσ 4 X exp(σ4/ti ) ∞
−σ 4 t
=
ln(t) exp
dt.
ln(2)
ti
ti
1


Since Ei(0) = −∞ and Ei(x) = 0 as x approaches
−∞, Ei ( − σ4/ti ) is a strictly decreasing function of ti . As
ti increases, exp (σ4/ti ) approaches 1, while Ei ( − σ4/ti ) approaches −∞. Therefore, the sum-rate upper bound is an
increasing function of ti .
Similar to the highest reliability in (27), the highest sum-rate
upper bound is:
 4  

−2B
σ
−σ 4
max R =
exp
Ei
,
(30)
tl ,th
ln(2)
Pmax
Pmax
which occurs when tl = th = Pmax . Since the highest sumrate upper bound and the highest reliability are both achieved
when tl = th = Pmax , the optimal solution to the maximization
problem in (8) is tl = th = Pmax . One implication of this
result is that the two devices should choose the target received
power of Pmax for highest sum-rate upper bound and reliability
for the case of two devices using PD-NOMA. Moreover, it is
unnecessary for the BS to allocate the lower and higher target
received power values tl and th to the devices.
The solution of tl = th = Pmax to optimization problem (8)
is only limited to Rayleigh fading channels. This is because the
received power (5) is exponentially distributed with Rayleigh
fading channel, and the variance of received power increases
with higher target received power. Therefore, with higher
variance, it is more likely for the actual received signal powers
to be separated by more than Pth for successful transmission.
Furthermore, with a higher target received power, the actual
received power increases, and, thus, the sum-rate increases.
For a general Nakagami-m fading channel with m > 1,
the optimization problem in (8) does not admit the solution
of tl = th = Pmax , because the received power is gamma
distributed. Unlike an exponential distribution that has a peak
at 0, a gamma distribution with m > 1 does not have a
peak at 0 as shown in Figure 1, and a peak of gamma
distribution changes depending on the target received power.
As tl increases to th , the actual received powers rl and rh
eventually have same nonzero peaks, and, thus, it is less likely
for rl and rh to be separated by more than Pth for successful
transmission. In other words, as tl increases to th , the sum-rate
increases, while the reliability decreases. Therefore, there is a
tradeoff between sum-rate and reliability as tl increases to th ,
and tl = th = Pmax is not a solution to optimization problem
with m > 1. The tradeoff between sum-rate and reliability
with m > 1 is further analyzed via simulations in Section IV.

i∈{l,h}

Using integral solution from [22, Equation (4.331-2)], the sumrate upper bound becomes:



Bσ 4 X exp(σ4/ti ) −ti
−σ 4
Ei
ln(2)
ti
σ4
ti
i∈{l,h}




−B X
σ4
−σ 4
=
exp
Ei
.
ln(2)
ti
ti
i∈{l,h}

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
For our simulations, we focus on analyzing the rate and the
reliability of the PD-NOMA for various lower target received
power tl , higher target received power th , power range Prange ,
and power different threshold Pth . For SIC, the maximum
power Pmax is set to 1 W, and the minimum power Pmin is
set to 0 W, which means that the power range Prange is set to
1 W. For all simulations, we determine the values of tl , th ,
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Fig. 2: Ratio of achievable expected sum-rate to sum-rate upper
bound for various values of rl and SNR with rh = Pmax .

Fig. 3: Simulated reliability for various values of tl and m
with th = Pmax and Pth = 25% of Prange .

and Pth as the percentages of either Pmax and Prange . Since the
sum-rate upper bound (29) and the reliability (11) are functions
of tl , th , and Pth , the simulation results are valid for different
values of Pmin and Pmax as long as the relative values of tl ,
th , and Pth with respect to Pmin and Pmax are the same. For
instance, the simulation result for Pth = 0.1 W with Pmax = 1
W is equivalent to the simulation result for Pth = 0.01 W with
Pmax = 0.1 W. Therefore, the simulation results can be readily
used to analyze the sum-rate upper bound and the reliability
of PD-NOMA with various values of Pmin and Pmax .
In our simulations, we set the noise power to −174 dBm/Hz
and the bandwidth to 1 MHz. The path loss parameters α1 and
1
α2 are to be free space path loss with α1 = 2 and α2 = 4π
.
Since we assume that the devices know their distances to the
BS and their transmit power values pi are adjusted accordingly,
it is unnecessary to specify the deployment region and device
deployment process. The Rayleigh fading channel parameter
λ is 1, while the Nakagami fading channel parameter m is
varied.
Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the achievable expected sum-rate
Ro in (6) to sum-rate upper bound R in (7) for various values
of rl and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while rh = Pmax .
For all SNR values, the ratio of Ro to R increases to 1 as
rl decreases. In other words, the achievable expected sumrate approaches the sum-rate upper bound as the interference
from device l to device h decreases. For any given value of
rl , the ratio of Ro to R increases as the SNR decreases. This
is because lower SNR implies that the noise power is relatively stronger, and, thus, noise becomes more significant than
interference as SNR decreases. Since the difference between
Ro and R lies primarily in the consideration of interference
from device l to device h, the ratio of Ro to R increases as the
noise becomes more significant. Therefore, the sum-rate upper
bound is tighter for the achievable expected sum-rate when
interference is less significant and noise is more significant.

Figure 3 shows the simulated reliability for various values
of tl and m, while th = Pmax and Pth = 25% of Prange . It
is important to note that m = 1 is Rayleigh fading, and the
simulated reliability with m = 1 matches with corresponding
theoretical result in (11). For m > 1, the actual received
powers are gamma distributed, and, thus, the simulated values
of reliability for tl = 0 and tl = th are not the same.
The simulated reliability decreases and then increases as tl
increases. The simulated reliability decreases, because the
peaks in probability density functions of rl and rh start to
coincide and the likelihood of transmission failure increases
as tl increases. The simulated reliability increases for higher
values of tl , because the variance of gamma distribution
separates the actual received powers and the likelihood of
transmission failure decreases as tl increases. For Nakagamim fading with m > 1, reliability is higher for lower values of
tl , which implies that there is a tradeoff between reliability and
sum-rate upper bound. Furthermore, for higher m, separating
tl and th is more important to achieve higher reliability.
Figure 4 shows the simulated reliability and sum-rate upper
bound for various values of m, while tl = th and Pth = 25%
of Prange . For Rayleigh fading channel, tl = th = Pmax is the
solution that maximizes both reliability and sum-rate upper
bound. For any value of m, reliability and sum-rate upper
bound both increase as tl = th increases from Pmin to Pmax .
The simulated reliability increases, because the variance of
gamma distribution increases as tl = th increases and it is
more likely for Nakagami-m fading channel to separate the
actual received powers. The simulated sum-rate upper bound
increases, because the actual received powers increase as tl =
th increases. Although there is no tradeoff between reliability
and sum-rate upper bound when tl = th , tl < th = Pmax
achieves a higher reliability than tl = th = Pmax as shown in
Figure 3.
Figure 5 shows the simulated reliability and sum-rate upper
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Fig. 4: Simulated reliability and sum-rate upper bound for
various values of m with tl = th and Pth = 25% of Prange .

Fig. 6: Simulated reliability and sum-rate upper bound for
various values of th with m = 4 and Pth = 25% of Prange .
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Fig. 5: Simulated reliability and sum-rate upper bound for
various values of m with tl = Pmax and Pth = 25% of Prange .

Fig. 7: Theoretical and simulated reliability for various values
of Pth with tl = th = Pmax and m = 1.

bound for various values of m, while th = Pmax and Pth =
25% of Prange . For any m, the simulated sum-rate upper bound
increases as tl increases from Pmin to Pmax with fixed th =
Pmax . However, for m > 1, tl = th = Pmax does not maximize
both reliability and sum-rate upper bound. For m > 1, the
simulated reliability can increase higher by lowering sum-rate
upper bound. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between reliability
and sum-rate upper bound for Nakagami-m fading channel
when m > 1 and tl < th = Pmax . Furthermore, the solution
of tl = th = Pmax is not applicable to Nakagami-m fading
channel, and tl can be chosen to satisfy given reliability and
sum-rate requirements.
Figure 6 shows the simulated reliability and sum-rate upper
bound for various values of th , while m = 4, Pth = 25% of
Prange , and tl increases from Pmin to th . As tl increases from
Pmin to th , the simulated sum-rate upper bound increases, but

the reliability decreases for all values of th . Therefore, similar
to Figure 5, there is a tradeoff between reliability and sumrate upper bound for all values of th . As th increases, higher
reliability and higher sum-rate upper bound can be achieved.
Moreover, with th = Pmax , a Pareto frontier can be found for
Nakagami-m fading channel with m = 4. The solution of tl =
th = Pmax is not optimal solution to maximize reliability and
sum-rate upper bound, and different pair of tl and th can be
chosen to satisfy given reliability and sum-rate requirements.
Figure 7 shows the theoretical and simulated reliability of
PD-NOMA for various values of Pth , while tl = th = Pmax
and m = 1. It is important to note that Pth is defined as
a percentage of Prange , and tl = th = Pmax yields the
highest achievable reliability. Moreover, Pth = 0% of Prange
implies perfect SIC i.e., any received signals can be decoded
successfully, while increasing values of Pth implies a worse
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SIC performances. For Rayleigh fading channel, the theoretical
values of reliability calculated using (11) coincides closely
with the simulated values of reliability. The reliability is 100%
with a perfect SIC with Pth = 0% of Prange , and the reliability
is 36.8% with SIC with Pth = 100% of Prange . Furthermore,
the reliability decreases as the value of Pth increases. This is
because it is less likely for the actual received power values
rl and rh to be more than Pth apart for higher values of Pth
with fixed values of tl and th . As it can be seen in (27),
which expresses the reliability as a function of only Pth when
tl = th = Pmax , the reliability is an exponentially decreasing
function of Pth .
Figure 8 shows the theoretical and simulated reliability of
PD-NOMA for various values of Pth and tl , while th = Pmax
and m = 1. It is important to note that tl is defined
as a percentage of th . The highest reliability is 77.9% for
Pth = 25% of Prange , 60.7% for Pth = 50% of Prange , and
47.2% for Pth = 75% of Prange . Moreover, for Rayleigh fading
channel, the highest reliability occurs when tl = 0% and
tl = 100% of th as proved in Proposition 2. Similar to Figure
3, the reliability initially decreases for small values of tl ,
because a possibility of transmission failure due to ∆r ≤ Pth
is introduced from device l not transmitting with tl = 0.
However, the reliability increases for higher values of tl ,
because the variance of exponentially distributed rl increases
with increasing mean tl . Therefore, with fixed th = Pmax , it is
more likely for actual received powers ri to be separated by
more than Pth . As shown in Figure 7, the reliability increases
as Pth decreases for corresponding values of tl . Moreover,
decreasing the value of Pth more effectively increases the value
of reliability than changing the value of tl .
Figure 9 shows the simulated reliability and sum-rate upper bound of PD-NOMA for various values of the sumrate upper bound and Pth , while tl = th for the highest
reliability and m = 1. The sum-rate upper bound increases
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Fig. 10: Theoretical and simulated reliability for various values
of tl , th , and Pth with tl = th and m = 1.
as tl , th ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ] increase. The highest sum-rate upper
bound is 94 Mbps for all values of Pth , and this occurs when
tl = th = Pmax . As shown in Figure 8, the corresponding
reliability for the highest sum-rate upper bound is 77.9% for
Pth = 25% of Prange , 60.7% for Pth = 50% of Prange , and
47.2% for Pth = 75% of Prange . The reliability in (11) and the
sum-rate upper bound in (29) are both increasing functions
of tl and th . Therefore, as shown in Figure 9, there is no
tradeoff between the sum-rate upper bound and the reliability,
when Rayleigh fading channel is considered.
Figure 10 shows the theoretical and simulated reliability
for various values of tl , th , and Pth , while tl = th for the
highest reliability and m = 1. It is important to note that tl
and th are defined as percentages of Prange , since Pmin = 0
W. If Pmin > 0 W, tl and th would be defined as a sum of
Pmin and percentage of Prange to ensure tl and th are in the
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bounds [Pmin , Pmax ]. Moreover, tl and th increase up to 2Pmax
to analyze the reliability at higher values of target received
power values. When tl = th = 2Pmax , the value of reliability
is 88.3% for Pth = 25% of Prange , 77.9% for Pth = 50% of
Prange , and 68.74% for Pth = 75% of Prange . As tl and th
increase from Pmin to 2Pmax , the value of reliability increases
for all Pth . This is because the target received power values
ti are means of the exponentially distributed actual received
power values ri with m = 1. When the target received power
values ti increase, the variance of the exponentially distributed
actual received power also increases, because the variance is
t2i . Therefore, with a higher ti , it is more likely for the actual
received power values ri to be separated by more than Pth for
successful transmission. In other words, the power separation
of Pth required for successful decoding using SIC is done
naturally by Rayleigh fading. Furthermore, Rayleigh fading
is more likely to separate the actual received powers by more
than Pth with higher target received power values. Therefore,
with Rayleigh fading, it is unnecessary to allocate lower and
higher target received power values. Moreover, both devices
should choose the target received power values of Pmax for the
highest sum-rate upper bound and reliability.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach for
allocating the lower and higher target received power values to
IoT devices using PD-NOMA with different fading channels.
In particular, we have analyzed the sum-rate upper bound
and the reliability in terms of target received power values
and power difference threshold for Rayleigh and Nakagamim fading channels. Using both mathematical analysis and
simulations, we have shown that the highest sum-rate upper
bound and the highest reliability are achieved when the target
received power values are highest for Rayleigh fading channel.
Moreover, for Rayleigh fading channel, the simulation results
have shown that the reliability is an increasing function of
the target received power values and a decreasing function of
the power difference threshold. However, we have shown that
decreasing the power difference threshold is more effective in
increasing the reliability than increasing the target received
power values. Furthermore, we have derived the sum-rate
upper bound and shown that it is an increasing function of
target received power values. For Rayleigh fading channel,
it is unnecessary to allocate different target received power
values to the devices, because the target received power values
must be highest to maximize both reliability and sum-rate
upper bound. However, for Nakagami-m fading channel, we
have shown that there is a tradeoff between reliability and
sum-rate upper bound via simulations, and an allocation of
lower and higher target received power values is necessary to
satisfy the communication requirements of IoT-like services.
One interesting future direction is to consider device mobility
and to allocate the target power levels based on the mobility.
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